
REVIEWS & ACCOLADES
2017 Piccadilly Valley 
Chardonnay

The Advertiser - Top 100 List, Tony Love - SEP 2018

94 POINTS - 
“Better known for its pinot noir, Ashton Hills, now under the auspices of Wirra Wirra, has tapped into 
the Piccadilly Valley’s other fine grape asset here, specifically from a small vineyard mid-valley and 
delicately rendered via wild yeast ferment and eight months in old and new French barrels to define 
a purity and precise balance between subtle acidity and oak creaminess. Flavourwise there’s apple 
yeast bun and white nectarine, typical of the region — a real treat. It’s in tiny volume so visit the 
cellar door. Best with: White cheeses”

JamesSuckling.com, Nick Stock - AUG 2018

91 POINTS - 
“A small run as this is reintroduced to the range. Nice and bright nectarines, spicy oak and discreet, 
smoky complexity. A succulent palate with grapefruit citrus and good acid. A smooth, punchy and 
bright dry style. Grilled hazelnut nougat, too. Drink now.”

The Wine Front, Campbell Mattinson - JUN 2018

93 POINTS - 
“It’s a delightful expression of both the variety and of the valley. It has flesh, it has flavour, it has a 
kick to the finish. And yet it remains elegant. Grapefruit notes, slightly tart, mix with nectarine, lime 
and peach. A spicy, flinty character spins it all together. It’s needs another couple of years in bottle to 
really show its best. But it has class written all over it.”

In Daily, Philip White - MAY 2018

“…this is a mellow and pacifying Chardonnay to sniff, all musky melons, buttery, creamy pears and 
mace. It lived in new and old Burgundy barrels for eight months before assemblage; a judicious, 
unobtrusive oak interaction which has added subtle, perfectly appropriate spices… The texture and 
flavours are precisely what the smooth tropical fruits in that bouquet signalled: the modest viscosity 
and clean, fresh, jungle juice all adds up to a very sensible, utterly satisfying, predictably comforting 
glass of everything’s gonna be all right now, especially with a rare snapper steak and capers or a 
gentle yellow carp curry with silver service on a good starched linen table cloth…”


